Poetry Self-Reflection

1. LEARNING TARGET: I can identify poetic devices used in a poem.

   1 (never can do it)                      4 (can do it most of the time)
   3 (sometimes can do it)                  5 (always can do it)

☐ I WOULD LIKE EXTRA PRACTICE ON THIS TARGET.

2. Check all poetry devices below that you CANNOT recognize and identify in a poem.

   - Simile
   - Metaphor
   - Hyperbole
   - Personification
   - End rhyme
   - Onomatopoeia
   - Alliteration
   - Repetition

3. LEARNING TARGET: I can interpret the meanings of poetic devices used in a poem.

   1 (never can do it)                      4 (can do it most of the time)
   3 (sometimes can do it)                  5 (always can do it)

☐ I WOULD LIKE EXTRA PRACTICE ON THIS TARGET.

4. Check all poetry devices below that you CANNOT interpret (explain what they mean).

   - Simile
   - Metaphor
   - Hyperbole
   - Personification
   - End rhyme
   - Onomatopoeia
   - Alliteration
   - Repetition

5. LEARNING TARGET: I can explain the poet’s message (theme) of a poem.

   1 (never can do it)                      4 (can do it most of the time)
   3 (sometimes can do it)                  5 (always can do it)

☐ I WOULD LIKE EXTRA PRACTICE ON THIS TARGET.